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in the case of object occlusion, the outputs of object
detection are often unreliable, consequently leading to the
unreliable performance of tracking in these methods. As for
the MIL, it can solve problems such as renewed faulty
samples due to occlusion of a single object. However, when
we track various objects and build a classifier for each of
them, the classifier of a tracker may join the positive
samples of another object, leading to ID switching or
tracking drift. To address these problems, we propose a
robust tracking-by-detection approach with an optimized
observation model. Our observation model of particle filter
fuses the detection results and three states of trackers in a
unified probabilistic framework, where each state is
represented with a MIL classification model. These states
include the Original State that denotes the initial state of a
tracker in the video, the Current State that characterizes the
tracker’s state at the present time, and the Max-Difference
State that represents the state of the tracker which can best
capture the appearance of the object and thus is most
different from other trackers. Therefore, three state
classifiers can be utilized to recognize the current status of
each tracker. In our experiments, ID switching and tracking
drift can be effectively avoided.
General multi-view detection methods will cause many
“phantom” phenomena. Phantoms are the intersections of
viewing rays at locations which are not occupied by any
pedestrians [8]. Phantoms and pedestrians are occluded by
each other. The occlusion relationship takes different
influence to the pedestrians and phantoms. Hence the key
problem to reduce the possible phantoms in the multi-view
projection is how to effectively model and utilize the
occlusion relationship among potential pedestrians at
different locations in all views. To solve this problem, we
introduce the multi-view Bayesian network (MBN) to
model the potential occlusion relationship of all locations in
all views. Moreover, we also model the “subjective
supposing” node states (SSNS) as a set of Boolean
parameters of MBN, which are then used to denote whether
a pedestrian occurs at the locations. A learning algorithm is
then proposed to estimate the SSNS parameters by finding
the configuration that make the final occupancy possibility
best explain the image observations (foreground masks)
from different views. In addition, we use the single view

Abstract
In this paper, we present our detection, tracking and
event recognition methods and the results for PETS 2012.
First, ROIs (Regions of Interest) based on geometric
constraints are utilized in single view detection to eliminate
the negative influence of clutter environment. Then, an
optimized observation model is applied to address the ID
switching or tracking drifting problem in single view
tracking. Third, we introduce the multi-view Bayesian
network (MBN) to reduce the “phantom” phenomena
which frequently happen in general multi-view detection
tasks. At last, a motion-based event recognition method is
proposed to handle the event recognition task.
Experimental results on the PETS 2012 dataset indicate
that our methods are very promising.

1. Introduction
The challenge of PETS 2012 includes three different
parts: 1) Estimation the count and density of crowd person;
2) Tracking individual(s) within a crowd; 3) Flow analysis
and crowd events recognition. In this paper, we focus on the
task 2) and 3).
Traditional detection methods suffer the performance
degradation caused by clutter background and are often
very time-consuming. Geometric constraint is a widely
used kind of contextual information which could be utilized
to generate ROIs [1-2]. With the ROIs, the search area of
the detector could be limited to regions where pedestrians
may appear. In this way, many background noises are
dismissed. In this paper, we employ the ground plane and
pedestrian height constraints to generate ROIs.
Experimental results show that the detection accuracy and
speed are improved obviously.
The ID switching or tracking drifting is the primary
challenge of single view tracking task. In recent years, the
tracking-by-detection [4-6] and multi-instance learning
(MIL) [7] are two of the most widely used methods and
could solve the ID switching problem to some extent but
they also have their own drawbacks. The
tracking-by-detection method cannot deal with the object
occlusion problem, especially in the crowded scenes. And
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tracking information in our learning method as constraints
such as the number of pedestrians.
Recognizing crowd events in video sequences involves
both motion magnitude (e.g. walking vs. running) and
orientation (e.g. splitting) information. Meanwhile,
relationships between moving pedestrians are useful as
well (e.g. merging and dispersion). In this paper,
histograms of local motion velocities are computed for each
frame in both rectangular coordinate and polar coordinate
system. That means absolute as well as relative motion
orientation and magnitude are encoded into the histogram
feature. Using a SVM approach, crowd events are
recognized easily by classifying these histogram features
frame by frame.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, 3,
4 present our single view and multi-view detection,
tracking and event recognition method in details. In Section
5, experimental results on PETS 2012 are reported. Finally
in Section 6, conclusions are made.

could get the boundary of its top in camera coordinate
system by plugging the maximum and minimum of
pedestrian heights into (1) as theݕ௪ௗ . Combined with (2),
two boundary lines in the image ݈ଵ௫ and ݈ଵ could be
obtained. For the ROI whose bottom is on the line݈ଷସ ,
we can also get ݈ଶ௫ and ݈ଶ in the same way. The
boundary of the ROI’s bottom ݈ଵ and ݈ଶ could also be
obtained by setting ݕ௪ௗ to 0. When the number of depth
levels N is large enough, ݈ଵ௫ and ݈ଶ௫ would be very
near. The same thing is true for ݈ଶ with ݈ଵ and ݈ଵ
with ݈ଶ . For simple calculation, we set the bottom
boundary ݈ as݈ଶ , the top boundary ݈ as ݈ଵ௫ and the
bottom boundary ݈ as݈ଶ . With these three lines, ROIs
could be generated. Thus many background noises are
dismissed and the detection speed is improved
significantly.
Our pedestrian classifier is trained by combining HOG
feature with linear SVM. With the ROIs, the performance
of our detector is improved significantly. Experimental
results indicate that the detection algorithm is robust on the
three density levels of PETS 2012 dataset.

2. Single View Detection and Tracking
2.1. Detection with geometric constraints

2.2. Tracking-by-detection with an optimized
observation model

Clutter background may cause the performance
degradation of detection methods. To solve these problems,
we employ geometric constraints to generate regions of
interest (ROIs). Firstly, the ground plane is divided into N
levels in depth direction. Let ݈ଵଶ be a line on the
maximum-depth boundary of level ݈ .The camera
coordinate of ଵ is ሺݔ ǡ ݕ ǡ ݖ ሻ and the world
coordinate isሺݔ௪ௗ ǡ ݕ௪ௗ ǡ ݖ௪ௗ ሻ. When the ground is
sloping, the world coordinate should satisfy the constraint:
ሺݔ௪ௗ ǡ ݕ௪ௗ ǡ ݖ௪ௗ ሻ ൌ Ͳ and when it is horizontal,
ݕ௪ௗ is 0. The situation that the ground plane is not flat is
outside the scope of this article. ݕ could be computed
according to (1):

ª xcam º
§ ª xworld º
·
«y » R¨«y » C ¸
¨ « world »
¸
« cam »
¨
¸
¬« zcam ¼»
© ¬« z world ¼»
¹

Based on the data association algorithm [9], we relate no
more than one detection result with a tracker. According to
the detection result, we build a matching functionܵሺݎݐǡ ݀ሻ
for each pair ሺݎݐǡ ݀ሻof detection ݀ and trackerݎݐ. Then we
associate its position and its size to get a set of function
value. Finally according to Hungarian algorithm [10], we
find out the most relevant detecting result of each tracker.
For each tracker we built a particle filter as [11] to
predict the state of a tracker in next frame. The state
includes the position and speed of a tracker. In order to
track the states change of one tracker from beginning to the
end, we preserve its three states, namely the Original state,
Current state and Max-difference state.
We propose a new model to fuse the three states of a
tracker and the associated detection result. ܵை denotes the
Original State, ܵ denotes the Current State, and ܵெ
denotes the Max-difference State. The states of
trackerݎݐ ݅ ܵݏሺሻ ൌ ሼܵை ሺሻ ǡ ܵ ሺሻ ǡ ܵெ ሺሻ ሽ and its observation
model of trackerݎݐ is:

(1)

where R is the rotation matrix of the camera and C is the
camera centre. Then we map ଵ to image coordinate system
as (2).

ሺሻ

ሺሻ

ሺሻ

 ቀݕ௧ ቚݔ௧ ቁ ൌ ߙ   כቀݕ௧ ቚݔ௧ ǡ  ܦሺሻ ቁ  ߚ   כቀݕ௧ ቚݔ௧ ǡ ܵ ሺሻ ቁ

ª ximg º
ª xcam º
(2)
O « yimg » K « ycam »
« »
« »
«¬ 1 »¼
«¬ zcam »¼
K is the internal parameter of the camera and O is the
normalized parameter. For simple calculation, we assume
that the feet of pedestrian are on the ground plane and the
height of general pedestrian should be in range of [1.1-2.0]
meters. Let ݈ଷସ be a line on the other boundary of
level݈ . For the ROI whose bottom is on the line݈ଵଶ , we

ሺሻ
 ቀݕ௧ ቚݔ௧ ǡ ܵ ሺሻ ቁ

൫ܵ

ሺሻ

(3)

ൌ
ሺሻ

ሺሻ

ൌ ܵை ൯   כቀݕ௧ ቚݔ௧ିଵ ǡ ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵை ሺሻ ቁ 
ሺሻ

൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵ ሺሻ ൯   כቀݕ௧ ቚݔ௧ିଵ ǡ ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵ ሺሻ ቁ 
ሺሻ

൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵெ ሺሻ ൯   כቀݕ௧ ቚݔ௧ିଵ ǡ ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵெ ሺሻ ቁ
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(4)

ሺሻ

When tracker ݎݐ is occluded, we always believe
Current State. However, the Original State and
Max-difference of the tracker may lose the significance
because of being occluded by other trackers. Therefore, we
got the results below:

where൫ݕ௧ หݔ௧ ǡ  ܦሺሻ ൯ represents the observed value from
ሺሻ
the detection result. ൫ݕ௧ หݔ௧ ǡ ܵ ሺሻ ൯ refers to the observed
value from three states.

2.3. Three states of trackers

ሺሻ

൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵை ൯ ൌ Ͳǡ

Original state It is the initial state of a tracker. We train
a classifier using MIL algorithm once a tracker associates
with a detection result. Then this classifier will not update
any more. The preservation of Original State is used to
track a tracker if it is occluded by another tracker after its
initialization. The Original State may also make the
tracking drift return to the right results.
Current state It refers to the current state of a tracker in
a certain period of time. This classifier will update in each
frame. When the tracker is occluded, the classifier of
Current State will initialize and preserve the features of the
tracker being occluded. When the occlusion is end, the
classifier will be initialized again. The Current State can
deal with great changes of tracker in occlusion, and
continue tracking when the occlusion is end.
Max-difference state It is the maximum difference
state, which refers to the state of the tracker which is the
most different one from other trackers. The initialization
method is the same with the method in original state. The
function that defines difference is:
ܶ ൌ ܥሺݎݐሻ െ

σೠ
సబ ሺ௧ ሻ
௨

൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵெ ሺሻ ൯ ൌ ͲǤ

ሺሻ

ܧௌ ൌ ݈݃

ቀ௬ ቚ௫షభ ǡௌ ሺሻቁ
ሺೕሻ

ሺሻ
σೠ
ೕసబ ቀ௬ቚ௫షభ ǡௌ ቁ൘
௨

(8)

൩

݊ ݉ݑrefers to the number of around trackers.ܧௌ should be
at maximum as well. Then the optimization problem can be
reformulated:
ሺሻ

݉ܽݔ൫൫ݕ௧ หݔ௧ ǡ ܵ ሺሻ൯ ܧ כௌ ൯ǡ
ሺሻ

ሺሻ

ݏǤ ݐǤͲ  ൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵை ൯ǡ ൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵ ൯ǡ
ሺሻ

൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵெ ൯  ͳǡ
ሺሻ

ሺሻ

൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵை ሺሻ ൯  ൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵ ൯  ൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵெ ൯ ൌ ͳ.

(9)
And the values of ൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵை ሺሻ ൯ , ൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵ ሺሻ ൯ and
൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵெ ሺሻ ൯ are educed by exterior point penalty
function method.

(5)

3. Multi-View Detection and Tracking
In our system, the monitored area is divided into a grid of
n locations ሼݔଵ ǡ ݔଶ ǡ ǥ ǥ ݔ ሽ . For a given location i on the
ground plane, a rectangle of the motion blob which means a
pedestrian standing at location i would produce, we name
this rectangle ݎ .
 ݔൌ ሼݔଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݔ ሽ

2.4. Optimizing the observation model

n

The number of locations
The Boolean random variable standing
for the presence of an pedestrian at
location i.
The rectangle corresponding to location
i in camera k
The Boolean random variable standing
for the presence of an pedestrian at ݎ
from view k

ݎ

(6)

ܴ

where  ࣨሺ െ ݀  כሻ means the normal distribution of the
distance between each particle  of tracker ݎݐ and its
associated detection ݀  כ.ߜሺݎݐ ሻ is an indicator function,.
When the tracker has an associated detection result, it
returns 1 and 0 otherwise. In this way, when the tracker
finds an associated result, it will strongly guide the particle
of the tracker.
Fusing multiple states term For the values of
൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵை ሺሻ ൯ , ൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵ ሺሻ ൯ and ൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵெ ሺሻ ൯ , we take
into account under two different circumstances:

ܽ݊ ሺܴ ሻ
 ൌ ሼܥଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܥ ሽ
K

G

^G1 ,..., G n `

 ൌ ሼܦଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܦ ሽ
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The locations on ground plane

ܺ

Detection term For the term associated with detection

result, we get:
ሺሻ

(7)

When the tracker is not occluded, we expect that when 
ሺሻ
൫ݕ௧ หݔ௧ ǡ ܵ ሺሻ ൯is at maximum, the ܧௌ which represents the
difference between the features of trackerݎݐ and its around
trackers will be at maximum:

Here, ܶ is the value of difference and its range is [-1, 1].
ܥሺݎݐሻ is trained for Max-difference State of the tracker and
its range is [0, 1]. ݎݐ refers to a tracker which is around the
current tracker ݎݐ. ݊ ݉ݑis the number of trackers around
tracker ݎݐ. We define a circular area around trackerݎݐand
its radius is 2.5 times of the height of trackerݎݐ. If one
tracker is in this area, we regard it as an around tracker of
ݎݐǤ We only update this state classifier when ܶ is greater
than a particular threshold value.

 ቀݕ௧ ቚݔ௧ ǡ ܦሺሻ ቁ ൌ ߜሺݎݐ ሻ  ࣨ כሺ െ ݀  כሻ

ሺሻ

൫ܵ ሺሻ ൌ ܵ ൯ ൌ ͳǡ

The set of ancestor nodes of ܴ in SBN
k.
The set of cameras we used in our
system
The number of cameras in our system
The set of SSNS for all locations
The set of images from background
subtraction in all camera

1)ߜ and ܴ ሺ ൌ ͳǡʹ ǥ Ǣ  ് ሻ are independent with
each other.
2) ߜ is the stationary state of ܺ andܴ , therefore:

The number of pixels in ܦ .

ȁܦ ȁ

The pixel whose image coordinate is
(w,h) in camera k.

ሺݓǡ ݄ሻ

P Rik

3.1. Multi-view Detection by Tracking
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Fig 1 Framework of multi-view detection-and tracking system.
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Single-view Bayesian network (SBN)
We built a single camera Bayesian network (SBN) for each
camera to indicate potential occlusion relationship in single
view. A SBN is organized as follow:
1.ܴ is the ith node in SBN k.
2.  is a parent node of  in SBN k, if ݎ occlude
the ݎ in camera k (include part occlusion).
Figure 1 shows an example of SBN. Based on the SBN:

¦

P( Rik )
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P R | {R
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¦
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¦

( w, h )k rik

P Dk |X,G
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F G1 , }}G n

;

K

k 1

¦P

Ck P Rik

§ ¦ ( w,h ) J ( w, h)k Ψ ( w, h) k |G
k
exp ¨
¨
Dk
©

ln P D | X , G

G1 ,}}G n

·
¸
¸
¹

(16)

K

¦ ln( P

Dk | X , G ) ;

(17)

arg max F (G1 ,}}G n );

(18)

In order to solve this problem, we relax SSNS to the
continuous domain. Typically, ߝ  אሼെλǡ λሽ is used to
replace ߜ  אሼͲǡͳሽ with the sigmoid function, then we
could obtain that:

K

Ck P X i | Ck

  (1  P( X j 1|G )); if ( w, h) k  foreground
° j
®
°1   (1  P( X j 1|G )); if ( w, h) k  background
j
¯

where ݅ǡ ߜ ൌ ሼͲǡͳሽ. Optimizing the likelihood function:

Multi-views Bayesian Network (MBN)
In order to estimate the occupancy possibilityሺܺ ሻ , we
integrate all SBNs together as a multi-view Bayesian
network (MBN).

¦P

(14)

k 1

(11)

P Xi

;

ߛሺݓǡ ݄ሻ is the weight value of pixel ሺݓǡ ݄ሻ ,it is different
only between foreground and background pixels in our
experiment. We suppose various background subtraction
images from different views are independent from each
other, so the likelihood function is defined as follow:

(10)

1

( Rik )

Given the occupancy probability of all locations estimated
from (14), the conditional probability ܲሺܦ ȁǡ Ɂሻ will be:

i

R kj ank ( Rik ) ( w, h )k r jk

k

(15)

Here we estimate occupancy possibility through estimating
the part where is not occluded by other pedestrians:
k
i

j

MBN learning using tracking information
Suppose that the pixel ሺݓǡ ݄ሻ belongs to {ݎ }. In the ideal
situation, foreground pixels all come from the pedestrians
and pedestrians only appear in the foreground area in each
view. With this assumption, we define the loss function
Ȳሺݓǡ ݄ሻ to each foreground pixel ሺݓǡ ݄ሻ in camera k,
which quantifies the difference between the final results
estimated from (14) and ideal situation to pixelሺݓǡ ݄ሻ .

Data
asociation

Frame t

G j }Rk an

Using Eq.(11) and Eq.(14), we can estimate occupancy
possibility for each location if we know SSNS.

constraint

SBN k

(13)

0

K

G i ¦P Ck P Rik | {R kj
k 1

Frame t-1
Tracking results

Ă

1; P Rik z G i |G i

Hence we get this:

We estimate the probabilities of each location on ground
plane occupied by pedestrians using the MBN (multi-view
Bayesian Network) model, which is composed by some
Single-view Bayesian Networks (SBNs).

SBN 1

G i |G i

H1 , }}H n = arg max F (H1 , }}H n );

(12)

k 1

(20)

To the locations which are located in the area where a new
tracker occurs and disappears impossibly:
1. If ݎݐ ߳ܶݎหݔ െ ݎݐ ห  ݉ܽ݁ܿ݊ܽݐݏ݅݀ݔǡ ߝ ൌ ͲǢ
2. σ ߝ  ȁܶݎȁ െ ߠ where Tr are the trackers which
disappear impossibility in this frame. ߠ is a constraint
which is introduced to relax the constraint.
After optimizing (20) with this two constraints, we putɂ
into (11) and (14), then we get the final detection

where ሺܥ ሻ is the weight value of camera k. In order to
cope with the NP-hard problem of computing Eq.(11), we
introduce Ɂ ൌ ሼߜଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ߜ ሽ named “subjective supposing”
nodes state (SSNS) for MBN, whereߜ is the Boolean
variable indicates whether the locationݔ is occupied by a
pedestrian. There are some Bayesian properties:
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resultሺܺ ൌ ͳሻ.

our average detection speed is increased from 0.6 fps to 10
fps. The compare results with state-of-art are shown in
Table 1, 2 and Fig 3 which indicates that our method could
achieve much better performance due to the use of
detection with geometric constraints based ROIs and
tracking with our optimized observation model.

3.2. Multi-view tracking by detection
We employ the data association method [10] to assign at
most one location to at most one tracker. Our data
association method evaluates a matching matrix between
locations on the ground plane and the trackers.
ሺ݅ǡ ݆ሻ ൌ ܵሺݎݐ ǡ ݔ ሻ
(21)
ܵሺݎݐ ǡ ݔ ሻ is a matching function for the j th tracker and
the i th location pair. The higher the score is, the better the
match is. In our method, we calculate ܵሺݎݐ ǡ ݔ ሻ as follows:

Table 1 Detection results in single view (threshold = 0.5)
Task
Method
MODA MODP
Ours
0.96
0.81
S2.L1 view1
Yang[15]
0.95
0.55
Breitenstein[16]
0.89
0.60
Table 2: Tracking results in single view (threshold = 0.5).
Task
Method
MOTA MOTP
S2.L1 view1
Ours
0.96
0.80
Yang[15]
0.95
0.55
S2.L2 view1
Ours
0.60
0.60
Breitenstein[16]
0.50
0.51
S2.L2 view2
Ours
0.66
0.70
S2.L3 view1
Ours
0.87
0.54
Breitenstein[16]
0.68
0.52
S2.L3 view2
Ours
0.73
0.68

K

S (tri , x j )=P(X j =1)g (tri ,x j )¦ wk Sk (tri k ,rjk )

(22)
where ܲሺܺ ൌ ͳሻ is the occupancy possibility for
location j through (14). wk is the weight value to camera k.
k =1

Sk (tri k ,rjk ) is got by the monocular tracking method [12].
g (tri ,x j )=pN (|tri -x j |);

(23)
Where g (tri ,x j ) denotes the normal distribution
evaluated for the distance between tracker and the location.

5.2. Multi-view Detection and Tracking Results

4. Event Recognition

The parameters of our multi-view detection and tracking
task are set as below: 1) the weight value of foreground and
foreground pixels are respectively equal to 2 and 1. 2)
݉ܽ ݁ܿ݊ܽݐݏ݅݀ݔൌ ʹ and ߠ ൌ ͲǤͷ.
The compare results shown in Table 2 indicate that our
MBN could effectively reduce the “phantom” phenomena.
The results of Berclaz and Ge are reported in [17].

Absolute and relative orientations and magnitudes of
velocities are crucial in analyzing these events. So we use
both of them in our approach to build the feature.
First, the features used in [13] are utilized to select
features in each frame that can be tracked well and
correspond to physical points in the world. After that these
features’ locations are further refined into sub-pixels. Then
the pyramid Lucas & Kanade method [14] is employed to
calculate optical flow for every point at every pyramid level.
Based on the optical flow of feature points, histograms of
orientations and magnitudes are computed in 2-D
rectangular to describe the absolute motion information of
the pedestrians. And histograms computed in polar
coordinate are for the relative motion information, see Fig.2.
Then we concatenate them together and use the SVM to
classify each class (e.g. walking vs. not walking).

Table 3 Tracking results with multi cameras (threshold = 0.5).
Task
Method MODA MODP MOTA MOTP
S2.L1 view1
Ours
0.95
0.76
0.95
0.76
S2.L1 view5
Ours
0.86
0.72
0.84
0.70
S2L1. view6
Ours
0.91
0.68
0.90
0.67
Median view Ours
0.91
0.72
0.90
0.70
values
Berclaz 0.76
0.62
0.75
0.62
Ge
0.85
0.45
0.75
0.46

5.3. Event Recognition Results
The dataset is split into training (75%) and test (25%)
sets. We report the classification accuracy on test set for
View 1.

5. Experiments

Table 4. Videos used for crowd event detection.
set: video[frames]
S3:14-16[0-35,108-162];S3:14-31[0-end];
S3:14-33[294-310]
running
S3:14-16[36-107,163-end];S3:14-33[328-377]
evacuation S3:14-33[328-377]
dispersion S3:14-27[96-144, 270-318]
merging
S3:14-33[0-180]
splitting
S3:14-31[48-130]; S3:14-33[328-377]

5.1. Single View Detection and Tracking Results

class
walking

The parameters of our single view detection and tracking
task are set as below: 1) The number of depth levels is set as
30. 2) The initial sample positions of trackers are drawn
from a Normal distribution (ɐ ൌ ͳ). 3) The size of a
tracker is set to the average of the last seven associated
detections. 4) The number of particles for each tracker is
150. 5) The ratio is about 3: 2 between detection term and
multiple states term.
Due to the use of ROIs based on geometric constraints,

Table 5. Classification accuracy on test set for View 1.
Event
Wal.
Run.
Eva.
Dis.
Mer.
Spl.
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Accuracy

0.97

0.98

0.99

0.94

0.99

Workshop Performance Evaluation of Tracking and
Surveillance, 2009.
[16] M. D. Breitenstein, F. Reichlin, B. Leibe, E. Koller-Meier,
and L. Van Gool. Online multiperson tracking-by-detection
from a single, uncalibrated camera. PAMI, 33(9), 2011.
[17] A. Ellis and J. Ferryman. Pets2010 and pets2009 evaluation
of results using individual ground truth single views. IEEE
Int. Conf. on Advanced Video and Signal Based Surveillance
(AVSS), pages 135 – 142, 2010.

0.98

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we focus on the task of single view and
multi-view detection, tracking and crowd events
recognition. For the purpose of eliminating the negative
influence of clutter environment, geometric constraints are
utilized to generate ROIs. Combined with the ROIs,
detection accuracy and speed of our HOG based detector
are increased significantly in single view detection task.
Then, an optimized observation model is utilized to address
the ID switching or tracking drifting problem in single view
tracking task. For the multi-view detection task, we
introduce the multi-view Bayesian network (MBN) to
reduce the “phantom” phenomena which frequently happen
in the general multi-view detection tasks. At last, a
motion-based event recognition method is proposed to
handle the event recognition task. Experimental results for
the three PETS 2012 tasks indicate that our detection,
tracking and event recognition method are very promising.

y

v

α

O

0

x

Fig 2 Features are extracted in different coordinate systems. (a)
Histograms of orientation and magnitude are computed in 2-D
rectangular coordinate system. (b) Histograms of relative
orientation (α) and relative magnitude (v) (referring to O) are
computed in polar coordinate system.
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Fig 3 Result of single view and multiple tracking system on
different data.

Fig 4 Exemplary single view tracking results for the PETS 2012
tracking datasets

Fig 5 Some results of our multi-view tracker on the PETS 2012
dataset. The right-most column represents the corresponding
detections on the ground plane.
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